Noninvasive first-trimester screening for fetal aneuploidy.
We reviewed all studies concerning noninvasive first trimester screening for fetal aneuploidy obtained from a MEDLINE search through June 1996 with additional sources identified through cross-referencing. Three screening and diagnostic modalities are of potential application in noninvasive first trimester testing for fetal aneuploidy: ultrasound, maternal biochemical markers, and analysis of fetal cells retrieved from maternal sources. Sensitivities of the sonographic finding of nuchal translucency thickness in combination with maternal age for trisomy 21, performed between 10 and 14 weeks of gestation in experienced hands, and maternal biochemical markers independently may be as high as 86 percent and 60 percent, respectively. Sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values of these diagnostic modalities alone, in combination with each other, or in conjunction with other predisposing factors such as maternal age, in large low risk populations have not currently been established. Analysis of fetal cells retrieved from maternal sources, although more complex, may offer definitive noninvasive prenatal diagnosis yet is not currently available in clinical practice. We conclude that noninvasive first trimester screening for fetal aneuploidy modalities including sonographic examination for nuchal translucency thickness and maternal biochemical markers, is feasible. Clinical feasibility; and all-encompassing clinical management paradigms of these and other early noninvasive first trimester screening methods for fetal aneuploidy, are not yet available.